Tab P11

UPGRADE TO FIRST CLASS.

GET BUMPED UP TO FIRST CLASS WITH LENOVO TAB P11.

Get bumped up to first-class experiences through the Lenovo Tab P11’s eye-catching 2K visuals on its 11” display, quad speakers with persistent user-facing stereo tuned by Dolby Atmos® and 15 hours of battery life*, all housed in a slim aluminum-alloy casing with contemporary dual-tone finish. The Lenovo Tab P11 also integrates a fresh new approach to working and learning from home, a customized productivity user interface which lets you get more stuff done on the optional keyboard pack and Lenovo Precision Pen 2. And it also comes with the latest new kids mode with Google Kids Space, featuring content that helps kids discover, create and grow.

WHY YOU SHOULD CHOOSE THE LENOVO TAB P11

- Superior display
  - 11” 2K (2000 x 1200) TDDI IPS display
  - Up to 85% screen-to-display ratio
  - Eye care mode with TUV certification

- Smart stereo
  - 4 speakers reinforced with Dolby Atmos®
  - Always user-facing in landscape and portrait

- Fast and powerful
  - Powered by Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 662, Octa-Core processor, up to 2.0 GHz CPU clock speed

- Secure, effortless log-in
  - Zero touch face unlock at your convenience

- Contemporary modern design
  - Aluminum-alloy chassis
  - Unique dual-tone finish

Get stuff done²
- 2-in-1 keyboard pack
- 4-point pogo-pin keyboard with trackpad
- Magnetic stand cover with built-in kickstand

Learn from home
- Do more with the versatile Lenovo Precision Pen 2, whether you’re struck by an inspiration or just jotting down notes

Long battery life³
- Up to 15 hours usage at a full charge

New Kids Mode

Google Kids Space is designed to nurture your kid’s curiosity and creativity, inspiring them to explore their interests through thoughtfully curated apps, books, and videos¹.

¹ Books and video content not available in all regions. Video content subject to availability of YouTube Kids app. Books content requires the Play Books app. Availability of apps, books, and video content may change without notice. Google Assistant not available in Google Kids Space. Google Kids Space requires a Google Account for your child. Parental controls require the Family Link app on a supported Android™, Chromebook, or iOS device.

² Availability may vary by region.

³ Actual usage time may vary with different configurations.
**Tab P11**

**SPECIFICATIONS**

### DESIGN
- **Weight**: Tablet only: ~490 g (11 lbs)
- **Display**:
  - **Size**: 11"
  - **Type**: IPS LCD
  - **Resolution**: 2K (2000 x 1200)
  - **PPI**: 213
  - **Color Gamut**: NTSC 70%
  - **Color Depth**: 16.7 Million
  - **Brightness**: 400 nits
  - **Touch**: 10-point Multitouch
- **Colors**:
  - Slate Grey
  - Platinum Grey
- **SIM**:
  - Type: Nano SIM + TF
  - Slot: Single Slot
- **Camera**:
  - **Rear**: 13 MP Auto-Focus with Flash Light
  - **Front**: 8 MP Fixed-Focus
- **Sensors**:
  - Accelerometer (G) Sensor, Hall Sensor, Ambient L-Sensor, Gyroscope, TOF (Time-of-Flight) Sensor, Vibrator
- **Login Security**:
  - Fingerprint: NA
  - Face Unlock: Yes
- **Buttons and Ports**:
  - Volume Up/Down Buttons:
    - 4-point Pogo-pin Connector for data transfer and charging with the keyboard back and Lenovo Smart Charging Station 2
  - **Power Button**:
    - USB Type-C™ 2.0 for data transfer and charging, and USB Type-C™ Headset

### PERFORMANCE
- **Processor**:
  - Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 662, Octa-Core with 4 x A73 2.0 GHz + 4 x A53 1.8 GHz
- **Audio**:
  - Dual Microphone Array + Smart Voice DSP (Mid Field)
- **Speakers**:
  - Quad Speakers, Optimized with Dolby Atmos®
- **Memory (uMCP)**:
  - **ROW** (LPDDR4): 4 GB + 64 GB / 4 GB + 128 GB / 6 GB + 128 GB
  - **PRC** (LPDDR4): 4 GB + 64 GB / 4 GB + 128 GB / 6 GB + 128 GB
  - **microSD™**: Up to 256 GB
- **Card Slot**:
  - (exFAT file up to 1 TB)
- **Battery**:
  - For ROW SKU: 7500 mAh (Min) / 7700 mAh (Typ)
  - **Video Playback Time**: Up to 12 Hours
  - **Music Playback Time**: Up to 15 Hours

### CONNECTIVITY
- **Wireless Connectivity**:
  - **WLAN**: WiFi 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac;
  - 2.4 GHz & 5 GHz, WiFi 6 Ready*
  - **Bluetooth**: 5.1
  - **WiFi Direct**: Yes
  - **WiFi Display**: Yes
  - **GPS/Beidou**: Yes
  - **A-GPS**: Yes
  - **FM Radio**: No
  - **GLONASS**: Yes
- **Bands Supported**:
  - **ROW**:
    - **GSM**: B2/B3/B5/B8
    - **WCDMA**: B1/B2/B5/B6/B9/B19/B8
    - **FDD LTE**: B20/B28(a+b)
    - **TDD LTE**: B38/B40/B41 full band
    - **TDSCDMA**: B34/B39
    - **EVDO**: B50
    - **FDD LTE**: B1/B3/B5/B7/B8
    - **TDD LTE**: B34/B38/B39/B40/B41
- **TD-SCDMA**: B200/2690 MHz

### WHAT’S IN THE BOX
- Lenovo Tab P11
- Lenovo Keyboard Pack and Lenovo Precision Pen 2*
- 10V/2A Charging Adapter
- USB Type-C™ Charging Cable
- SIM Pin
- Quick Start Guide & Safety, Warranty

**ACCESSORIES**
- Lenovo Folio Case for P11
- Lenovo Keyboard Pack for P11
- Lenovo Smart Charging Station 2 (For bundle SKU only)
- Lenovo Precision Pen 2

**RECOMMENDED LENOVO SERVICES**
- Lenovo Accidental Damage Protection One
  - Avoid the hassles of unexpected damage & repair costs. With coverage for drops, spills, electric surges, and broken LCD screens, accidental damage protection makes it easy to repair to your Tablets, permitting a single repair during the coverage period.
- Lenovo Premium Care
  - Premium Care is the hassle-free solution for all your technical support needs. Upgrade your Lenovo Tablet’s standard warranty to our front-of-the-queue customer support service and get 24/7 real-person support from experts who provide solutions on your first contact.

**TUV Certificated Eye Protection**
- With special light and display technology development, Lenovo tablet P11 ensures that the display lowers harmful blue light when appropriate to reduce strain on the eyes.

---

1. Lenovo tablets typically receive at least 1 Android™ OS upgrade cycle. May vary per models, countries, regions, retailers and operators. Contact support for more details.
2. Google and Android are trademarks of Google LLC.
3. Lenovo lab testing results. All battery life claims are approximate. Actual battery performance will vary and depend on numerous factors including product configuration and usage, software, operating conditions, wireless functionality, power management settings, screen brightness and other factors. The maximum capacity of the battery will naturally decrease with time and usage.
4. 802.11ax features: only support B8 stream sounding, TWT, WFA3 in WiFi 6 features.

---
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